


Get where you want to go - an introduction to Solution Focus Coaching.
- John Clapham

Solution Focus Coaching is a simple, effective approach to individual, group and team coaching. 
Despite its name it has little to do with jumping to solutions and solutionising.   More of a way of 
thinking than a process, the emphasis of Solution Focus is deciding what to go towards and the 
discovery of new, sometimes unexpected, ways to get there.

The approach is distinguished from other methods by it’s experimental, forward looking nature, a 
recognition that every individual, team and organisation is different and resourceful enough to 
find better ways to do and think.  It works as well for getting unstuck in spontaneous coaching 
moments as it does meticulously planned workshops.

In this session we’ll take a look at the tenets of Solution Focus, hear how it works in harmony with 
agile approaches and get some practical try-it-tomorrow fieldwork.  Theory will be mixed with 
hard earned practical experience working in agile and transformation teams across organisational 
levels and domains. 
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✔ Thinking Sessions
✔ Coaching Moments
✔ Team and group work
✔ Organisation Design
✔ Leading self

Francesco Mariani1 https://www.flickr.com/photos/designwallah/51097088898/ 



✔ Thinking Sessions
✔ Coaching Moments
✔ Team and group work
✔ Organisation Design
✔ Leading self

✔ Works with what you do now
✔ No purchase required

Francesco Mariani1 https://www.flickr.com/photos/designwallah/51097088898/ 





Solution Focus



Solution Focus



Choosing a direction with Focus





Choosing a direction with Focus



Choosing a direction with Focus



Choosing a direction and doing things 
that will help go towards it. 



Choosing a direction, noticing, thinking 
and doing things that will help go 

towards it.

(CADNTADTTWHGTI)



Choosing a direction, noticing, thinking 
and doing things that will help go 

towards it.

(Until you decide not to)



Find what works and do more of it.

Key Principle:



People already have the resources they 
need to change.

Key Principle:
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Solutions, not problems
Synx508  https://www.flickr.com/photos/synx508/4757981814/



You get what you pay attention to…



“They just aren’t….” 

“They never….” 

“I don’t see them doing….” 
“Expected more…” 

“The problem is…” 





Customer for change?



In between, the action is in interaction
Maryland GovPics  https://www.flickr.com/photos/mdgovpics/9821570044/







ProductivityImprove your…





Make use of what’s there
Michael Coghlan https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikecogh/7929736730/



What’s already working?

Past? Present? Future?

What tiny signs are there?





Principles of the Kanban Method …
● Start with what you do now
● Agree to pursue incremental, evolutionary change
● Respect the current process, roles, responsibilities & titles
● Encourage acts of leadership at all levels in your organization

https://djaa.com/principles-and-general-practices-of-the-kanban-method/



Possibilities
John C



rahen z  https://www.flickr.com/photos/zrahen/8580394877/
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“The affordances of the environment are what it 
offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either 
for good or ill.”  

- James J Gibson

Gibson, J. J. (1977). The theory of affordances. In R. E. Shaw & J. Bransford (Eds.), Perceiving, Acting, and Knowing. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates.



“The verb to afford is found in the dictionary, the 
noun affordance is not. I have made it up”  

- James J Gibson

Gibson, J. J. (1977). The theory of affordances. In R. E. Shaw & J. Bransford (Eds.), Perceiving, Acting, and Knowing. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates.





Rebecca Schley https://www.flickr.com/photos/80535871@N00/3750543652



Language
John Keogh https://www.flickr.com/photos/jvk/19894053/





Goal-orientation: An orientation toward solution construction through the articulating and use 
of approach goals and active self-regulation.

Resource Activation: A focus on acknowledging, identifying and activating a wide range of 
personal and contextual resources and personal strengths.

Problem Disengagement: It also involves an explicit disengagement from presenting problems. 
It should be noted that although the ability to disengage from a problem is conceptually 
independent of one’s ability to be orientated towards a solution, problem disengagement is 
vital for full engagement in the goal pursuit process central to the solution-focused endeavour 

The Solution-Focused Inventory: A tripartite taxonomy for teaching, measuring and conceptualising solution- focused approaches to 
coaching A. Grant 2011)



rahen z  https://www.flickr.com/photos/zrahen/8580394877/



Every case is different
Thomas Lindwedel https://www.flickr.com/photos/lindwthoma/49487210802/









Conclusions?



Focus on solutions not problems 

People already have the resources they need to change 

Change happens in small steps

Work at the surface level

Foundations



Solutions, not problems
  Inbetween
   Make use of what’s there
     Possibilities
      Language
        Every case is different







https://www.flickr.com/photos/nato/23539740448/in/photostream/



“I don’t focus on what I’m up against. I focus on my 
goals and I try to ignore the rest”  

- Venus Williams
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